
dhe emblems if 9naepe:fufent rPeru 
Almost 300 years after the Inca Empire was conquered 
by Spain and became the Viceroyalty of Peru, the 
continental liberation movement succeeded in ending 
colonial domination of Peru in 1821 . The government of 
the new sovereign nation did not return to the original 
settlers, but to the descendants of the European 
colonizers, whose challenge was to build a self-sufficient 
nation and continue their history by fusing their ancient 
cultural past and the recent colonial cultural elements. 
Despite colonizers plundering, a vast territory full of 
natural wealth was inherited, ready to be used in the 
development of the future Peru. 
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1. From colony to independent country 
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Creating a national emblem to symbolize the country and 
replace the coat of arms of the King of Spain, must have 
been a challenge for the founding fathers of independent 
Peru. The national emblems reflect their perceptions of 
the country's wealth at the time of its creation, and the 
way they wanted Peru to be perceived by the world. The 
South American freedom movement was the first great 
collaboration among the countries, the fraternity spirit of 
that period is observed in the first emblem of independent 
Peru. 

8. ~ I a modern brand for an ancient nation 
Block of specimen, San Marlin issue, Peru 1909. Printer archive, American Bank Note Co. 

The history of the Peruvian national emblem is a story of 
the pride of a nation where ancient and remaining original 
cultures blended with the ones brought by colonizers and 
more recent migrants attracted by the country natural 
wealth. After almost 200 years of independence, Peru 
aims to consolidate social and economic stability in a 
globalized world, holding its natural and cultural wealth 
as the main symbols of the nation. 

The Liberator General Jose de San Martin, leading the libertarian army, 
declared the independence of Peru on July 28, 1821. 

Print in folded paper and 
center off. PerU 1918. 
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San Martin became the first governor of Independent Peru with the title of Protector of Peru. He created the first emblem of Peru replacing the Coat of Arms of Fernando VII , King of Spain at the time of independence. 

King Fernando VII and Spain emblems 

San Martin governed Peru from August 3, 1821 to September 20, 1822. 
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First emblem of Independent Peru in stamped paper, for 1822-1823, printed over colonial value for "Sello tercero" from 
1820-1821 , with the coat of arms of Fernando VII , King of Spain at the time of Peru independence. 
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First emblem of Independent Peru 



Die proof of final design in onion paper. Ecuador, 1936 issue commemorating 150 years of the USA Constitution. 

The eagle is a recognized symbol of territorial power and featured in the United States 
emblem. While the eagle reigns in North America, in South America is the condor who 
dominates the air, and therefore it was featured in the emblems of Peru, Ecuador and 
Bolivia. 

The condor, symbol of territorial control 

Air mail letter, sent by Zeppelin from Cochabamba, Bolivia, to 
Berlin, Germany, March 20th, 1932, arrived after a 24 days travel. 

First Bolivian stamp issue, 1867. Intending to show a 
condor, the artist, Mr. Ramon Estruch, depicted a bird 

'-____ --' resembling an eagle. Issued for postal and fiscal use. 

2. A first emblem: picturing territorial power 
General Jose de San Martin created the first Peruvian emblem in 1821 , featuring a raising sun behind the Andean Mountains in front of the 
sea and crowned a banana tree. A condor is in the left and a llama to the surrounded h of Latin American countries. 

D~, JOSE BERN ARD'O TAGLE" 
PRESIDENTE . DE LA REPU!3LIC ... ~ 

DEL PERU. &c. &c. &C.,· 
Dado en Lima it :29,/ de 4hfo de 1823~4. 0 de: 

ta ' libertad=2. 0 de la republica. _----

Unique postal 
issue featuring the 
first emblem of 

First emblem of Independent Peru presented 
complete with all its elements in stamped 
paper "Sello Primero", for official military 
designation by President Jose B. Tagle, 1823, 

Officially issued souvenir proof in blacl<. 

Proof in card and ordinary issue with grid, 
1874. American Bank Note Co. N. Y. 

Raising and shinning sun 
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Latin American flags 

Proof on Indian paper. 
First postage due 

issue of Peru, The llama 
50 cents value. 1874 
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Meter mark known as "L/amita", 
over a regular 1988 mail, and 
another in gummed paper over an 
envelope from 1998. Both have 
cancell marks, that seem to be 
redundant and not based in 
postal regulations. 

The first emblem was beautiful and meaningful but it was difficult to reproduce ... 



3. The 1825 emblem: glorious natural wealth 

... Therefore, in 1825, a new emblem was approved 
by Simon Bolivar, Dictator of Peru at that time. 

Color proof, specimen and final issue. Medical School, Peru, 1907 . 

Dr. Jose Gregorio Paredes, from the Medical School at San Marcos University, 
designed the emblem representing the three natural kingdoms with: The vicuria, the 
cinchona tree, and a cornucopia with gold coins, adding a civic crown and national flags. 

Coat of Arms and National Emblem 

Palm and laurel in 
Coat of Arms 

Flags in the 
National Emblem 

Coat of Arms in the first "coil" stamp 
in the world 

First Peruvian postal issue, 1858 Proof in black and final issue in red, Peru1862 

Proof, specimen, and stamps issued with the same distorted emblem. 1874-1876. 

For decades, the national emblem was distorted and printed in many shapes with 
foreign elements. Civic Crown open, and sun beams, were common modifications. 

Emblem in mirror view 

President Odria fixed definitively the national emblem, and 
regulated its use with the Law 11123, from March 31, 1950. 
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Oak tree and civic crown 

Greeting stationery card for 
the new year 1900. 

President Pierola 's face I 
embossed indicate it was 

issued before he left power I 

ext------------

Este lado solo sirve para la direcciOn. 
COLVILLE &:. Co.- LIMA 

mSeprember1899. ~====~========================~======~========================~~ 

The Vicuna 

ADMINISTRACION G~~ftRAL DE CORREOS } 
LIMA, a /:[J de tP~ 7': .4- de 185t' 

I AL ADMINISTRAD~~..) 
IDE LOS DE P ~~ 

Dil'ijo 11 U. las cOITespondencias, cel'iificados, 'encomiendas e impresos que han ocurrido para 
esa, y con distineion, son a saber: 

Intervine, 

Official Peruvian postal seal with the national emblem of 1825. 
Regular mail delivery control sheet. Route (Carrera) of Pasco: Lima-Obrajillo-Pasco, 1851 . 

Tree as symbol of trust for a 
a roof proofing company. 

Advertisement in reverse of New 
Zealand issue of 1892-1900. 

Cinchona, a symbol tree 

Cornucopia and gold coins 



4. The vicuna, symbol for a unique and diverse fauna 

The South American camelids are the most representative fauna from the continent. Symbolize the Andean region, only place where they are present. 
They include llamas, alpacas, vicunas, guanacos, and as many other native fauna from Peru, are tourist attractions and source of industries and wealth. 
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Pre-philatelic mark 
-1830. Jauja to 
Abancay, Cuzco 
'carrera' (route), 
direction south. 

Jauja, once capital of Peru, was the first city founded by the Spanish in 
1534. Its natural richness and climate impressed the newcomers. Jauja 
means the "Iand of milk and honey", source of the phrase "the country of 
Jauja ", to imply a rich paradisiacal place where there is no need to work. 
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Tunqui (Rupicola peruviana) 
National bird of Peru 
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The vicuna 
Final proof and issued stamp of the vicuna. Peru 1962 
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AlpaCa 
Lama pacos 

The South American camel ids are appreciated 
for their beauty, and also for the quality of their 

hair, such as in alpaca wool. 

Charles Darwin, studied and described the natural diversity of the 
South America Pacific Ocean shore, and its unique species. The fauna from the Pacific Ocean, Amazon Basin, and tropical rainforest including fish, birds, reptiles, insects, felines, and non-human primates is the most 

diverse and richest in the world. Most animal species of tropical America are present in Peru, having also many species native to its land. Fishing and guano 

Amazon pink dolphin 

had been great source of income for Peru along its history. 

Taruca 

Side and corner tabs with multiple 
silhouettes of fauna and a monkey. 

Endangered species series, UN 2007. 

Diverse animal species coexist in the ocean, land and air of South American ecology. Its industrial 
exploitation, specially ocean fishing, feeds and provide work to large populations in Peru and South America. 
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5. The cinchona tree and the amazing vegetal kingdom wealth 
The cortex of the cinchona (Quina) tree, native to the Andes, is the 
biggest Peruvian medical contribution. Used by ancient natives to treat 
malaria, was distributed to the world since the 1700's. 
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Cinchona flowers and leaves 
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Cinchona contain quinine, base of chloroquine, 
medicament used nowadays for malaria. 

Many other native medicinal plants enrich 
the wealth of vegetal Peruvian diversity. 
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Cortex and flowers of cinchona (Quina). 
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Passion fruit 
flower 

Peru protect its Amazon rainforest, considered one of the 
remaining lungs of the planet, and source of great biodiversity. 

La Amazonia Perl/ana, se circullscribe ell el Alto 
Amazonas lerriforio del Perlt comprendiel1lio WI 

area de 782.880,55 kill ', 01 orienle de la 
Cordillera de los Andes, en Alllerica del SUI: La 
Amazonia Peruana es LIlla de las areas con mayor 
biodiversidad y endelllislllos del planela. 
EI J J de noviembre del 2011, 10 Amazonia 

Artist design used in postal stamp commemorating the 150th years of quinine discovery. Value 20 cts. Rwanda 1970. 
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Raimondi "Puya" 
Native to Peru and 

Bolivia 
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Potatoes, main native Peruvian food, as beans, chili pepper, corn and many other plants from 
Peru and the Americas provide nutrition and shaped the local and global gastronomy. 



6. The cornucopia, a mythological symbol for abundant mineral kingdom wealth 
The cornucopia or horn of plenty, at the lower half of the national emblem, emanating 25 gold coins, because its year of creation (1825), represent the gold and mineral wealth of the Peruvian land. 

Hercules and 
Achelous 
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Wrestling in the water with Achelous, a river god capable to assume any animal shape, Hercules wrenched off 
one of his horns while the god was changing from a snake to a bull. From the horn overflowed abundant flowers 
and fruits. This myth is the origin of cornucopia as symbol of plenty that use the water to transform nature. 

Traditional cornucopia, with flowers and fruits. 
Meter mark with tourist propaganda. Nice, France, 1955. 
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Archeological items from ancient cultures evidence the exploitation of mineral wealth in Peru. Mining activity for 
gold, silver, iron, and other minerals continue until now supporting the development and growth to the country. 

Tumi, pre-Inca gold knife 
Emblematic jewel of Peru. 
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P. O. Box 258 , 

Gold mine and cornucopias, in postal issue of South-Africa, 1936. 
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South African postal censorship, WWII. Airmail letter sent from Durban to Mombasa, Kenya on 2111/1941 . Postal rate of 15 
D, five times the rate to USA, UK, and allied countries but similar to rate for enemy countries. Kenya was at the battlefront . 

Gold mask, face and jaguar teeth. Sipan Culture, year 750 D.C. 
Aluminum printing plates for fINo colors: red and yellow; 3-stamp strip with progressive yellow 
color sliding toward the 1st stamp, and color bubble over the uN" in the third stamp. Peru, 1994. 

Artwork for first day of issue postmark of issue Jewels from Ancient Peru, 1972. Approved and issued in January 1972 but in mirror view 
than the original design. Artist: Carlos Zeiter, Priting Company Sanmarti, Lima 1971 . 
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Besides gold, the abundance of silver 
and mineral in Peru triggered an 
intense mining activity, including also 
gas y petroleum extraction for trade 
and commerce, providing economic 
wealth to the country until now. 



7. Palm and laurel for honor and glory of a nation 
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The branches of palm symbolize sacrifice, effort, and martyrdom, because it was believed the palm trees die after long time taken to fructify. And the laurels 
represent the prize for victory, symbolizing greatness. Both are widely used symbols in history and globally. 
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The coat of arms of Peru with palm and laurel branches. 

Proof in glassine paper with the coat of arms of Peru to overprint a 1 DO-stamp sheet issued in 1938. The overprint was intended to cover the map area with boundaries between 
Peru and Ecuador that became incorrect after Peru-Ecuador War of 1941. The original issue was pulled out of circulation in November 1942, and reissued overprinted in 1943. 

The palm tree, a 
tropical plant. 

Airgraph, WWII. Sent 
from Royal Air Force 
iStation in Ras AI Hadd, 
Oman to Dorset, 
England, 
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Commemorative postal stationery, 75th anniversary of the independence, 
Uruguay, 1900, 

Palm and laurel branches, are associated to the glory of 
victory on war and gaining of freedom, a woman, lady 
liberty is usually represented carrying or wearing the 
branches. 

Proof on card, Issue commemorating the victory of 
the allied countries in WW II, Brazil, 1945, 
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Laurel branches in Brazilian coat of arms 
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Anniversary laurel branches. 
Meter mark, 50'h anniversary of the Business Statistics Corp" USA -1960. 

PAUL 

Roman emperor wearing a 
laurel crown. 

189(~~~tJi. 

ATHENS GREECE 
F I R ST D AY OF ISSU E 

ATLANTA G EORGIA 
1996 

Laurels for Olympic sports victory. 
Censored cover from Sao Paulo to Santos, Postal censorship label from Sao Paulo with 
rounded blue mark, WW I, December 4, 1917, one month before Brazil joined the war, 



8. ~,a modern brand for an ancient nation 

The 21st Century finds Peru in an un precedent economic boom and participating in global trade. To foster 
national industrial development, the Peruvian government launched in 2011 the Peru brand, ~v. , inspired 
in ancient Peruvian culture designs. Looking similar to a digital print form a @, symbolizing modern 
technological identity, The red color is because the national flag. 

Peruvian map with emblematic products from the three natural kingdoms. 
Die proof in black and air mail issued stamp, commemorating the Peruvian 

Exposition in Paris. May 1958. 
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The Peru brand promotes tourism and acceptance of Peruvian products. 
Meter mark promoting commercial pen markers. USA 1956. 

"Visit our interesting 
National Archeology 

Museum." 
Tourism postal campaign 
from the mid 20th Century 

Large block, with printing 
displaced vertically, with 
perforation across the 
stamps. Peru, 1945. 

The spiral from the ancient Nazca 
Lines, symbolize evolution, and 

inspired the Peru brand. 
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Tourism is the main industry 
promoted by the Peru brand 

campaign, and Machu Picchu is 
the most advertised destination. 

First postal issue with logo ~ of 

the Peru brand campaign: Peru, 2011. 

Original artwork for the Nazca Lines issue, Peru 1986, 
in tribute to its discoverer Maria Reiche. Adopted with 

modifications and change of value due to inflation. 

MARAVILLA DEL MUNDO 
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